VARIANTS OF BOHEMIA 501

BOHEMIA 501 Mini
Electro-mechanical unit Bohemia works in wet and dry regime – assembly with control. Is equipped round halogen operating light placed on pantograph arm, five-instrument tray on pantograph arm with pneumatic brake and rotary cuspidor with harded glass spittoon blue, green or red colour. The cuspidor is equipped reserve bottle for distill water for cooling of instruments and pneumatic saliva ejector. This type of unit is equipped with turbine hose midwest and syringe. The other two position of instruments is by additional charge. The chair Cirastar 401 has two programed positions – get on and rinse out. Is the liberty to equipe the set with film keyboard for control of chair, drawing of glass, washing of spittoon and programs of chair (complementary equipment). Maximum quantity of instruments on the table – 5, electronic controled 3.

The unit contains:

- Instrument tray with bottom hoses may be equipped with any five instruments
- Is equipped with syringe and turbine hose Midwest
- Rotary cuspidor with pneumatic brake
- Pantograph arm of instrument tray with pneumatic brake
- Pantograph arm of light
- Halogen operating light small 98010
- Harded glass spittoon – green, blue or red colour
- Pneumatic saliva ejector
- Chair Chirastar 401 – upholstery is without welds
- Multifunctional foot control for control of chair and unit
- Is possible to complete with amalgam separate Skantech
- Is the liberty to choose the tray with top or bottom hoses
- Instrument tray may be equipped any instruments, in any order
- Is the liberty to equippe the set with film keyboard for control of chair, drawing of glass, washing of spittoon and programs of chair.

BOHEMIA 501 Ekonom
Electro-mechanical unit Bohemia works in wet and dry regime – assembly with control. Is equipped round halogen operating light placed on pantograph arm, five-instrument tray on pantograph arm with pneumatic brake and rotary cuspidor with harded glass spittoon blue, green or red colour. The part of cuspidor is also dashboard of powerful ejector with nozzles for ejector diameter 6 mm and 11 mm. The unit is equipped humidity separate Cattani and is the liberty to complete amalgam separate Skantech (complementary equipment).

The chair Cirastar 401 has two programed positions – get on and rinse out. Is the liberty to equipe the set with film keyboard for control of chair, drawing of glass, washing of spittoon and programs of chair (complementary equipment). Maximum quantity of instruments on the table – 5, electronic controled 3.

The unit contains:

- Instrument tray with bottom hoses may be equipped with any five instruments
- Is equipped with syringe and turbine hose Midwest
- Rotary cuspidor with pneumatic brake
- Pantograph arm of instrument tray with pneumatic brake
- Pantograph arm of light
- Halogen operating light small 98010
- Harded glass spittoon – green, blue or red colour
- The place for assistant with ejector and suction pump
- The set of terminals Cattani for suction pump
- Chair Chirastar 401 – upholstery is without welds
- Multifunctional foot control for control of chair and unit
- Is the liberty to complete amalgam separate Skantech
- Instrument tray may be equipped any instruments, in any order
- Is the liberty to choose the tray with top or bottom hoses
- Is the liberty to equippe the set with film keyboard for control of chair, drawing of glass, washing of spittoon and programs of chair.
BOHEMIA 501 Lux

Electro-mechanical unit Bohemia works in wet and dry regime – assembly with control. Is equipped round big halogen operating light placed on pantograph arm, five-instrument tray on pantograph arm with pneumatic brake and rotary cuspidor with harded glass spittoon blue, green or red colour. The part of cuspidor is also dashboard of powerful ejector with nozzles for ejector diameter 6 and 18 mm, three-way syringe and humidity separate Cattani. Is necessary to complete with vacuum pump. Is the liberty to equippe with amalgam separate (complementary equipment). The chair Cirastar 401 has two programmed positions – get on and rinse out. Is the liberty to equippe the set with film keyboard for control of chair, drawing of glass, washing of spittoon and programs of chair (complementary equipment). Instrument equipment is eligible – units may be equipped with any usual dental instruments according to the order. Maximum quantity of instruments on the table – 5, electronic controled 4.

- Instrument tray with bottom hoses may be equipped with any five instruments
- Is equipped with syringe and turbine hose Midwest
- Rotary cuspidor with pneumatic brake
- Pantograph arm of instrument tray with pneumatic brake
- Pantograph arm of light
- Halogen operating light big 98011
- Harded glass spittoon – green, blue or red colour
- The place for assistant with ejector and suction pump
- The set of terminals Cattani for suction pump
- Humidity separate Cattani
- Chair Cirastar 401 – upholster is without welds
- Multifunctional foot control for control of chair and unit
- Is possible to complete with amalgam separate Skantech
- Is necessary to complete with external suction pump or connect to source of powerful suction
- Instrument tray may be equipped any instruments, in any order
- Is the liberty to choose the tray with top or bottom hoses
- Is the liberty to equippe the set with film keyboard for control of chair, drawing of glass, washing of spittoon and control of film viewer.

BOHEMIA 501 Profesional

Electro-mechanical unit Bohemia works in wet and dry regime – assembly with control. Is equipped round big halogen operating light placed on pantograph arm, five-instrument tray on pantograph arm with pneumatic brake and rotary cuspidor with harded glass spittoon blue, green or red colour. This set is equipped film keyboard for control of chair, drawing of glass, washing of spittoon and programs of chair. Drawing of glass and washing of spittoon are equipped with timer. The part of cuspidor is also dashboard of powerful ejector with nozzles for ejector diameter 11 and 18 mm, three-way syringe and film keyboard for control of chair, drawing of glass and washing of spittoon. The unit is equipped with amalgam separate Dürr. Is necessary to complete with external suction pump. Instrument equipment is eligible – units may be equipped with any usual dental instruments according to the order. Maximum quantity of electronic controled instruments on the table 5, place for assistant 2.

The unit contains:
- Instrument tray with bottom hoses may be equipped with any five instruments
- Is equipped with syringe and turbine hose Midwest
- Rotary cuspidor with pneumatic brake
- Pantograph arm of instrument tray with pneumatic brake
- Pantograph arm of light
- Halogen operating light big 98011
- Harded glass spittoon – green or blue colour
- The place for assistant with ejector and suction pump
- The set of terminals Cattani for suction pump
- Amalgam separator Dürr
- Programable chair Cirastar 401 – upholster is without welds
- Multifunctional foot control for control of chair and unit
- The complete film keyboard on the table and on the place for assistant
- Is necessary to complete with external suction pump or connect to source of powerful suction
- Instrument tray may be equipped any instruments, in any order
- Is the liberty to choose the tray with top or bottom hoses